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Abstract

The present report describes an animal model for examining the effects of radiation on a range of neurocognitive functions
in rodents that are similar to a number of basic human cognitive functions. Fourteen male Long-Evans rats were trained to
perform an automated intra-dimensional set shifting task that consisted of their learning a basic discrimination between
two stimulus shapes followed by more complex discrimination stages (e.g., a discrimination reversal, a compound
discrimination, a compound reversal, a new shape discrimination, and an intra-dimensional stimulus discrimination reversal).
One group of rats was exposed to head-only X-ray radiation (2.3 Gy at a dose rate of 1.9 Gy/min), while a second group
received a sham-radiation exposure using the same anesthesia protocol. The irradiated group responded less, had elevated
numbers of omitted trials, increased errors, and greater response latencies compared to the sham-irradiated control group.
Additionally, social odor recognition memory was tested after radiation exposure by assessing the degree to which rats
explored wooden beads impregnated with either their own odors or with the odors of novel, unfamiliar rats; however, no
significant effects of radiation on social odor recognition memory were observed. These data suggest that rodent tasks
assessing higher-level human cognitive domains are useful in examining the effects of radiation on the CNS, and may be
applicable in approximating CNS risks from radiation exposure in clinical populations receiving whole brain irradiation.
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Introduction

Radiation therapy is a common treatment for numerous cancers

in children and adults but it also has deleterious effects on healthy

tissue. Radiation-induced cognitive deficits are reported in 50–

90% of adult patients receiving therapeutic whole brain irradia-

tions surviving for 6 months or more post-exposure [1]. With the

improvement in cancer treatment techniques, this patient popu-

lation is growing rapidly and there are no effective prevention

strategies or successful long-term treatment strategies to mitigate

these cognitive deficits.

Numerous preclinical investigations have supported the sensi-

tivity of the hippocampus to radiation-induced damage, given the

fact that radiation decreases hippocampal neurogenesis and

induces hippocampal-dependent cognitive deficits in rodents [2].

While patients report cognitive deficits associated with both

hippocampus- and non-hippocampus-dependent cognitive do-

mains, there is a lack of preclinical data examining the effects of

radiation on behaviors mediated by brain regions other than the

hippocampus. Thus, there is a need for research focused on tasks

related to the function of other brain structures in rodents, in order

to further understand radiation’s effects on these other complex

cognitive domains reported to be negatively effected by therapeu-

tic radiation in humans.

To date there have been a number of studies of the general

behavioral and motor effects of radiation exposure in rodents.

Early work examined the effects of gamma sources on motor

function and operant performances in rodents [3,4,5,6,7].

Additionally, high-energy radiation was shown to be more

effective in disrupting motor function [8] compared to these

conventional sources. Further, Rabin and colleagues have

examined the effects of HZE radiation on a number of behavioral

processes including conditioned taste aversion, conditioned place

preference, emesis, maze performances, and operant responding

on a progressive-ratio schedule

[9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21]. Such studies have pro-

vided a knowledge base for progressing into the more explicit

study of those human cognitive functions likely to be affected by

radiation.

A prior report from this laboratory presented data on the effects

of gamma irradiation on neurobehavioral function in rodents

(psychomotor speed, discrimination accuracy, and inhibitory

control) as measured by a simple reaction time (SRT) task [22].
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An experimental group was exposed to a single exposure of head-

only gamma radiation (5 Gy at a dose rate of 1 Gy/min), while a

control group received a sham-radiation exposure using the same

anesthesia protocol. Only the irradiated group showed significant

deficits in both performance accuracy (as indicated by lower

percent correct scores) and performance reliability (as indicated by

higher ‘‘guessing’’, or false alarm rates) from one to four months

following radiation, indicating clear performance impairments.

The increase in false alarm scores was consistent with reduced

inhibitory control, or a shift towards increased anticipatory

responses at the cost of decreased accuracy, a common behavioral

characteristic of attentional disorders.

The present report extends this research on neurobehavioral

function in rats, and centers on demonstrating the effectiveness of

the overall methodology and the employment of two additional

procedures – an automated intra-dimensional (ID) set shifting task

using objective measures of visual stimulus discrimination and

reversal via computer-controlled touchscreens – and a social

recognition memory task. The ID task is a computerized analog of

the Wisconsin card sort task used to test category abstraction, and

is similar in function to non-automated tests of set shifting in rats

that use odor, texture, or color as stimulus dimensions. Set shifting

tasks measure discrimination learning, reversal learning, persev-

erative responding, and the ability to switch attentional sets

between categories (i.e., cognitive flexibility). Traditional set

shifting ‘dig tasks’, in which rats must dig through various

mediums scented with specific odorants, have demonstrated

deficits in complex reversal discrimination performance and intra-

and extra-dimensional discrimination learning and the associated

reversal following HZE exposure [23].

Thus, testing X-irradiated rats in the current automated ID task

provides a more objective assessment of the effects of radiation on

attentional set shifting, a behavior mediated by several brain

regions, including the medial prefrontal cortex, basal forebrain,

and cingulate cortex. Additionally, the effects of X-irradiation

were assessed on putative perirhinal cortex-dependent memory

[24,25], and not the more commonly studied hippocampal-

dependent memory, by the use of a social recognition memory task

that examined the degree to which rats explored wooden beads

impregnated with either their own odors or with the odors of

novel, unfamiliar rats following repeated exposures to the beads.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Fourteen experimentally naive, Long-Evans hooded male rats

(Harlan Sprague-Dawley), received at 6 weeks of age, served as

subjects. They were housed individually under a 12:12 hr light/

dark cycle with continuous access to water and with food freely

available. Feeding was restricted during shaping of the touchscreen

response, but weight gain still was permitted. By the beginning of

the ID procedure itself, weights approximated the 340 to 350 g, a

range at which body weights for adult male rats of this strain are

typically maintained during behavioral studies [26]. Under the ID

procedure, rats earned food (45-mg Noyes Precision rat pellets)

during the experimental sessions, and were given commercial

laboratory rat chow supplements to maintain their weight. When

sessions were not conducted, the rats were fed 12–15 g of the rat

chow, which typically resulted in weight stability or weight gain on

the day the rats were next weighed. Laboratory animal care was

according to Public Health Service (PHS) Policy on the Humane

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the protocol was

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of

the Johns Hopkins University. Johns Hopkins also maintains

accreditation of their program by the Association for the

Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care

(AAALAC).

Behavioral Apparatus
Daily sessions were conducted in standard rat behavioral test

cages from Coulbourne Instruments (Whitehall, PA). Each

chamber was equipped with one touch screen encompassing the

entire front panel, and a food cup for delivery of food pellets

located in the center of the opposite wall. Each chamber was

further contained in a sound-attenuating isolation chamber

equipped with an exhaust fan that provided ventilation as well

as background masking noise. Experimental contingencies were

controlled by Whiskercontrol and MonkeyCantab behavioral

control programs that ran on a Pentium III PC computer.

Behavioral Procedures
Computer Touchscreen Training. All rats were first

shaped by the method of successive approximations [27] to touch

a large white square on the touch screen to receive two food pellets

for each touch. Once rats were reliably responding (i.e., touching

inside the white square boundary), the square was progressively

reduced in size until rats were responding to a square of the same

size employed for subsequent discrimination testing (3606360

pixels). Rats were additionally shaped to press the square when it

appeared randomly in different locations on the screen. Once a rat

achieved a 70% or greater accuracy level in this latter stage, rats

were then trained to discriminate among single components of the

ID task stimuli prior to irradiation; however, actual ID testing with

the specific combinations of stimuli discussed below was performed

post-irradiation only.

Intra-Dimensional Set-Shifting Task (ID Task). This task

consisted of a series of six discrimination-learning stages wherein

only one of two stimuli presented on the screen was associated with

reinforcement [28,29]. Within any given stage of the task, a pair of

stimuli was presented and the same stimulus was associated with

reinforcement until the performance criteria were met, i.e., 6 of 7

consecutive trials correct. A 30 s limited hold (LH) for responding

to the screen was employed and correct choices were reinforced

with two food pellets. Following a correct choice there was a 5 s

inter-trial interval (ITI); following an incorrect choice there was a

9 s ITI. A session consisted of a maximum of 60 trials. If a given

stage was completed within a session, the program automatically

moved to the next stage within the session (e.g., following 6 of 7

consecutive trials correct on the simple discrimination stage (SD),

the program moved to the SD reversal stage, or SDRev). If a given

stage was not completed by the end of a daily test session, the next

session began at that stage with the performance criteria reset. Left

and right positions of the stimuli were varied trial by trial in a

pseudorandom fashion. To allow repeated testing with novel

stimuli for each administration of the test, eight distinct stimulus

sets were used. For each presentation, shape stimuli were initially

associated with reinforcement.

Examples of the stimuli used at each stage are diagrammed in

Figure 1. The first stage was a simple discrimination (SD) during

which responding to one of the two shaded square stimuli was

reinforced until the performance criteria were met, at which point

the task progressed to the next stage. The second stage was a

simple reversal (SDRev) during which the same two stimuli were

retained but the reinforcement contingencies were reversed so that

responses to the first stimulus were no longer reinforced and

responses to the second stimulus were. The third stage was a

compound discrimination (CD) that employed the same stimuli

and reinforcement conditions as the SDRev stage, but with the

Radiation Effects on Learning and Memory in Rats
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addition of line stimuli (either horizontal or vertical) superimposed

upon the existing shape stimuli (i.e., compound stimuli of shapes

and line orientations). The shape and line stimuli varied left and

right positions pseudo-randomly and independently of each other.

The fourth stage was a CD reversal (CDRev) in which the

reinforcement conditions were reversed (i.e., compound reversal).

The fifth stage was an intra-dimensional shift (IDS) discrimination

in which a new pair of shape stimuli and a new pair of line stimuli

was presented, with one of the shape stimuli associated with

reinforcement. This stage was labeled the intra-dimensional shift

(IDS) stage because, despite new examples of shape and line

stimuli, the same dimension of ‘stimulus shape’ remained relevant

for reinforcement. The sixth stage was an IDS reversal discrim-

ination (IDSRev) in which responding to the other shape stimulus

was reinforced; line stimuli remained irrelevant to reinforcement

in this stage as well.

Recognition Memory Task. During an initial 24-h famil-

iarization period, four 2-cm round wooden beads, each with a

small hole bored through its diameter were introduced into the

home cages in order to acquire the odor of the individual animals

and to serve as familiar odors for subsequent use. Several beads

were also introduced into the cages of previously selected ‘‘odor-

donor’’ animals to provide salient novel odors for the procedure.

The selection of ‘‘odor-donor’’ animals’ cages designated to

provide donor odor beads were counter-balanced, so that any one

odor served as either a recently novel odor (N1) or a brand new

novel odor (N2) during memory assessment for different experi-

mental rats.

During the habituation phase of the task, after 24 h of

familiarization to the presence of four beads in an animal’s home

environment, the four now-familiar beads were removed for 1 h,

after which a novel-odor wood bead (N1), taken from an odor-

donor cage, and three familiar beads that had been previously

taken from an animal’s home cage 1 h previously, were introduced

into the cage. Rats were exposed to these four beads for three 1-

min trials with 1-min intertrial intervals during which the beads

were removed from the testing enclosure. For each 1-min trial, the

three familiar-odor beads and the N1 bead were placed in the

middle of the testing cage, and the rats were allowed 1 min to

actively explore the beads. The first approach to a bead made

during this period initiated the timing of the 1-min trial.

Exploration time for each of the four beads was recorded and

scored by experimenters blinded to which beads were familiar or

novel (beads were number-coded). The spatial arrangement of the

beads in the middle of the cage was randomly altered between

trials. To maximize the sensitivity of the test, one novel (N1) and

three familiar-odor beads were used during habituation trials

rather than N1 only. Similarly, during memory retention

assessment (described below), four beads were used (N1, N2, and

two familiar beads) rather than N1 and N2 only. The four-choice

procedure for assessing relative odor preference greatly increases

power (sensitivity and reliability) compared to two-choice proce-

dures typically used in recognition memory tests.

Odor-recognition memory assessment. Twenty-four

hours after the novel-odor habituation phase, the odor-recognition

test was conducted. For this phase of the task, rats were presented

with the odor N1 bead (which it had thoroughly explored on the

previous day) in the presence of one unfamiliar novel-odor bead

(N2) taken from a different odor-donor cage and two familiar

(own-cage) odor beads, following the same procedure outlined for

the habituation phase. To dismiss scent marking as a confound,

the N1 bead was discarded after habituation and replaced by

another N1 bead taken from the same odor-donor cage for the

recognition memory phase.

Data Analysis
At each stage, the basic data collected for the ID procedure

were 1) trials to reach criterion, 2) percent trials responded to, 3)

number of errors prior to reaching criterion, 4) median response

latency, and 5) omitted trials. The standard measure of central

tendency employed for the latency data was the median because

latency distributions are often skewed due to the physiological

limits on response times [30]. Data were analyzed separately for

each performance measure with repeated-measures ANOVAs,

where Stage (SD, SDRev, CD, CDRev, IDS, and IDSRev) was

the repeated-factor and Radiation (Control vs. X-Ray) was the

between-subjects factor. When significant effects were found,

independent- or paired-samples t-tests with an FDR correction

were used to assess specific group differences. Additionally, a

version of a ‘survival’ analysis was employed that is commonly

used in tactile/olfactory versions of the rodent set-shifting task (i.e.,

dig task), wherein if an animal does not reach criterion for passing

a stage, it is excluded from further analysis of subsequent stages

Figure 1. Representative stimuli from the ID touchscreen task.
Top row: stimuli used in SD and SDRev. In the SD stage, one square
(small dark gray or light gray square) was associated with reinforce-
ment, but during SDRev, the contingencies were reversed and the other
square was associated with reinforcement. Middle row: stimuli used
during CD and CDRev. In the CD stage, background frames were added
to the stimuli. For example, the dark gray square could appear on the
gray- or black-checkered frame and could be associated with
reinforcement during the CD stage, while during the CDRev stage the
light-gray square would appear on the gray- or black-checkered frame
and would be associated with reinforcement. Bottom row: stimuli used
in IDS and IDSRev. These stages contained new, different shaded
squares (i.e., white and a darker gray shade) superimposed on different
background frames that continued to be irrelevant. Thus, in this stage
rats had to shift within the stimulus dimension of shade of the center
square. All stimuli were counterbalanced across rats in both the control
and irradiated groups.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0104393.g001

Radiation Effects on Learning and Memory in Rats
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[23]. In the present instance, this was accomplished by excluding

any irradiated animal at a particular stage if it did not complete a

particular stage in at least the maximum number of trials needed

by control rats at that particular stage. This allowed for the

calculation of a ‘percent of irradiated rats remaining’ measure, and

thus provides a different picture of the irradiated group’s

performance as to whether or not they were completing a specific

stage in the maximum number of trials needed for control rats to

complete that same stage.

For the recognition memory task the basic datum was the

amount of time spent sniffing familiar (F1, F2, F3), novel 1 (N1),

and novel 2 (N2) objects; these sniffing times were then converted

to separate discrimination indices for each trial on Days 1 and 2 in

a manner similar to Feinberg et al. [24]. Given that our odor task

had four beads, compared to the two beads used in the Feinberg

study, DI’ for Day 2 included the familiar beads in the

denominator: (secN2–secN1)/(secN2+secN1+secF1+secF2)*100. Sepa-
rate repeated-measures ANOVAs, with Trial as the repeated-

factor and Radiation as the between-subjects factor, were used to

determine if radiation affected recognition of the novel beads

across trials on Days 1 or 2. When necessary, independent-samples

or paired-samples t-tests with an FDR correction were used to

assess differences in DI’ on each trial.

Irradiation Procedure
Once fully trained, rats were transported to Johns Hopkins

Radiation Oncology for x-ray radiation exposures via a 225 kVp

beam. For the present study, a single 2.3 Gy exposure was

administered at a dose rate of 1.9 Gy/min; this single dose was

chosen to approximate the single-dose effects previously reported

following 1 Gy protons in work from this laboratory [31,32,33].

Irradiation involved head-only exposure so that systemic responses

to radiation exposures that might confound neurobehavioral

testing could be eliminated. The irradiation output of the beam

was calibrated with a NIST traceable ionization chamber and

electrometer [34]. Dose rate under the ‘‘brain’’ block was

evaluated with EBT2 GAFChromic film (International Specialty

Products, Wayne, NJ). Rats were anesthetized via i.p. injections of

80 mg/kg of Ketamine (100 mg/mL) in a 10:1 mixture of

Ketamine to Xylazine, and then placed in a holder. Rats in both

the irradiated (n= 6) and control (n = 8) groups were identically

anesthetized, while only the irradiated group was actually brought

into the beam line. After 1 day of recovery the rats were returned

to Behavioral Biology for additional behavioral testing starting 7

days post-exposure and continuing until all performance stages

were complete (approximately 21–28 days post-exposure).

Results

ID Task
Figure 2 shows trials to criterion (top left), mean percentage of

trials responded to (top right), number of errors (middle left),

latency (middle right), and number of omitted trials (bottom left)

for the sham-irradiated controls (white bars) and irradiated rats

(black bars) at each of the 6 performance stages (SD-IDSRev) as

well as group averages collapsed across Stage (last set of bars

labeled Total). For mean trials to criterion, a significant within-

subjects main-effect of Stage [F(5,60) = 3.116, p= 0.013] was

found, but the interaction with Radiation was not significant

(p = 0.693), demonstrating that radiation exposure did not increase

the number of trials to reach criterion. As expected, significantly

more trials were required for all rats to reach criterion on SDRev

compared to SD (p= 0.039). Similar numbers of trials were

required to meet the criterion between CD and CDRev (p= 0.807)

and between IDS and IDSRev (p = 0.841) stages. For percentage

of trials responded to, a significant between-subjects effect of

Radiation [F(1, 12) = 5.004, p = 0.045] was found, which suggests

that collapsed across Stage, irradiated rats responded to fewer

trials relative to sham-irradiated controls (see Figure 2). The Stage

X Radiation within-subjects interaction approached significance

(p = 0.054). In terms of number of errors committed, significant

main-effects of Stage [F(5,60) = 5.544, p = 0.0003] and Radiation

[F(1,12) = 6.416, p= 0.026] were apparent; however the Stage X

Radiation interaction was not significant (p = 0.707). When

collapsed across Radiation, all rats committed more errors on

SDRev compared to SD (p= 0.018), but errors were similar on

CDRev relative to CD (p= 0.461) and on IDSRev relative to IDS

(p = 0.537). Irrespective of Stage, irradiated rats, on average,

committed more errors than the sham-irradiated control rats. For

latency, the between-subjects main-effect of Radiation

[F(1,12) = 7.652, p= 0.017] was the only significant effect,

demonstrating that when collapsed across Stage, irradiated rats

had longer response latencies relative to sham-irradiated controls.

Finally, a significant between-subjects main effect of Radiation

[F(1,12) = 5.567, p= 0.036] was found for number of omitted

trials, such that when collapsed across Stage, irradiated rats

omitted more trials relative to sham-irradiated controls.

Figure 3 shows the survival analysis similar to that of Lonart et

al [23] with respect to the effects of exposure on overall

discrimination performance. At the SD, SDRev, and CD stages,

83.3% (5/6) of the irradiated rats reached the criterion at each

stage in less than or equal to the maximum number of trials

required by any control rat (160, 993, 678 trials, respectively; see

Figure 3). Only 66.6% (4/6) rats successfully reached the CDRev

criterion and 50% (3/6) of the irradiated rats reached the IDS

criterion by the control maximum for each stage (331 and 151

max control trials, respectively). Two irradiated rats (33.3%)

completed the IDSRev by reaching the performance criterion in

207 trials, the maximum number of trials needed by any control

rat to complete this stage.

Recognition Memory Task
Data were first examined to determine whether any differences

in baseline rates of exploring the beads were present. While the

irradiated group had an initially lower overall rate of bead

exploration (‘‘sniffing’’ time), relative to the control group, the total

time spent sniffing the beads was not significantly different

between the groups on Day 1 (p = 0.224) or Day 2 (p= 0.437).

Figure 4 presents the DI’ across the three trials for both the

irradiated and sham control groups on Day 1 (Habituation, left

panel) and Day 2 (Recognition, right panel) of the study. The

ANOVA on Day 1 revealed a significant within-subjects effect of

Trial [F(2, 24) = 7.330, p = 0.003], but no between-subjects effect

of Radiation (p = 0.338) or interaction of Trial X Radiation

(p = 0.446). All rats displayed a preference for the N1 bead on

Trial 1, compared to Trials 2 and 3 (all p’s#0.007). No difference

in DI’ was found between Trials 2 and 3 (p= 0.188), suggesting

that all rats habituated to the N1 bead over the Trials 2 and 3.

The ANOVA for Day 2 did not reveal any significant within-

subjects effects (Trial: p = 0.922; Trial X Radiation p= 0.498); the

between-subjects effect of Radiation showed a trend, but was not

significant (p = 0.09).

Discussion

The present results show that 2.3 Gy of head-only X-irradiation

produces deficits in performance on complex visual discrimina-

tions, but no significant deficits on social recognition memory.

Radiation Effects on Learning and Memory in Rats
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Under the ID visual discrimination procedure, on average the

irradiated group responded on fewer trials, committed more

errors, displayed longer response latencies, and omitted more

trials, compared to the sham controls. However, there were no

effects of radiation on the number of trials needed to reach

criterion in the visual discrimination task, an effect likely due to the

between-subject variability in performance as well as the small

sample size. These decreases in overall responding, irrespective of

ID task Stage, parallel the decreases in operant response rates seen

with whole-body gamma irradiation in various operant perfor-

mances (e.g., fixed-ratio, fixed-interval, multiple schedules,

repeated acquisition) [3,4,5,6,7]. When the ID task data were

analyzed in terms of the ‘percent irradiated rats remaining’, only 2

of the irradiated rats were able to complete all stages of this task in

the maximum number of trials needed by any control rat. The

social recognition memory tests revealed only slight differences

(not significant) in recognition memory performances on Day 2,

with the irradiated rats displaying increasing DI’ across trials,

Figure 2. Behavioral changes following x-ray radiation. Mean trials to criterion (top left panel), percentage of trials responded to (top right
panel), mean number of errors (middle left panel), median latency to complete each stage (middle right panel), and mean number of omitted trials
(bottom left panel) for sham-irradiated control (patterned bars) and all 2.3 Gy X-ray exposed rats (black bars) throughout the stages of the ID task. All
rats required more trials to reach criterion and committed more errors on SDRev compared to performances on the SD stage. When collapsed across
Stage, irradiated rats responded to significantly fewer trials, committed significantly more errors, displayed significantly longer response latencies,
and omitted significantly more trials throughout the entire ID task. The right-most set of bars in each panel, labeled ‘Total’, represent the average of
each behavioral parameter collapsed across Stage. *Denotes significant difference, alpha= 0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0104393.g002

Radiation Effects on Learning and Memory in Rats
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which suggests that these rats were displaying an increasing

preference for the N2 bead, whereas the sham controls displayed

little preference for the N2 bead across trials. When the DI’ for

Trial 3 was analyzed with a one-way ANOVA, irradiated rats had

a significantly greater DI’ compared to controls (p = 0.044). This

difference did not reach statistical significance when analyzed with

the repeated-measures ANOVA, which may be due to the small

sample size. Irradiation did not impact this group’s ability to learn

to distinguish a novel odor from a familiar odor, as was evident by

the lack of an effect of x-irradiation on Day 1 DI’.

While acute 2 Gy X-ray exposures, like those in the present

study, have been shown to significantly decrease the numbers of

proliferating cells and immature neurons in the brains of rodents

[35], there are also suggestions in the literature that continuous

exposure to learning tasks such as the ID procedure may act to

provide an ‘enriched environment’ that stimulates neurogenesis

following irradiation, thus possibly reducing potential cognitive

deficits [36]. Fan and colleagues (2007) demonstrated the positive

effect of environmental enrichment on brain irradiation and

neurogenesis following an acute exposure to 10 Gy X-rays, a dose

much higher than the 2.3 Gy dose used in the current study;

‘enriched’ animals displayed significant increases in neurogenesis

following radiation (compared to animals living in a standard

environment) and decreased cognitive deficits. Such an interpre-

tation agrees with the subtle effects of X-irradiation effects on the

ID task, which was assessed first following irradiation, and also

with the lack of significant effects of radiation on the social

recognition memory task that was completed following the

conclusion of the possibly enriching ID testing.

While the tasks used in the current study are not thought to

explicitly require the hippocampus, there is evidence in the

literature regarding the interaction of the hippocampus with

numerous areas of the brain involved in performance of these

tasks, including the medial prefrontal cortex, basal forebrain, both

anterior and posterior cingulate cortices, and the perirhinal cortex

[23,24]. For example, afferent and efferent pathways connect the

hippocampus to the medial prefrontal cortex, and while damage

alone to this area could impact simple discrimination, the fact that

these areas are part of an interconnected network suggests that

damage to either area could cause deficits in attentional set

shifting. Indeed, hippocampal neurogenesis has been shown to

play a role in cognitive flexibility in mice [37], the same cognitive

domain assessed in the ID task used in the present study. Further,

hippocampal neurogenesis is implicated in psychiatric illnesses

such as major depressive disorder and anxiety, in addition to

resistance to antidepressant drugs. Such effects are actually

mediated by brain regions other than the hippocampus (e.g., the

amygdala, nucleus accumbens, and prefrontal cortex) but are

dependent upon activation of hippocampal neurogenesis and

specific downstream proteins that are associated with cognitive

performance, inflammatory disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, and

depression [38]. Indeed, several neurotrophic factors important for

hippocampal neurogenesis are also implicated in cognition, such

Figure 3. Survival analysis with respect to the effects of
exposure on overall discrimination performance. Using the
maximum number of trials needed by any control rat as the cutoff
point, the percent of irradiated rats remaining at each Stage of the ID
task is shown. When evaluated by this method, five of the six irradiated
rats reached the standard criterion on Stages 1–3 in the same number
of trials or less compared to the control group. Of the remaining rats,
four of the six passed CDRev and three of the six passed IDS, whereas
only two of the six completed all six Stages of the ID task in the same
number of trials or less than all of the control rats.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0104393.g003

Figure 4. Mean DI’ for sham-control and irradiated rats on the social odor recognition memory task. Data are shown for sham-irradiated
control (patterned bar) and 2.3 Gy X-ray exposed rats (black bar) on the habituation day (Day 1, left panel) and on the recognition test day (Day 2,
right panel). Irradiated and control rats performed similarly on the Day 1 Habituation trials and displayed a significant preference for the N1 bead on
Trial 1, compared to no preference for the N1 bead on Trials 2 and 3. While an increase in DI’ is apparent for the irradiated rats on Trial 3 during the
Day 2 Recognition Test, this increase was not significant. *Denotes significant difference, alpha = 0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0104393.g004
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as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and brain-derived

neurotrophic factor (BDNF). Interestingly, VEGF antagonists are

common cancer treatments and are associated with ‘chemobrain’,

an anecdotal term for cognitive decline associated with this

antagonist during chemotherapy [39]. More work is needed to

fully understand the interaction of the hippocampus and other

brain regions, such as the prefrontal cortex, in radiation’s effects

on the CNS, in addition to the interaction of these effects with

those of chemotherapeutic agents.

In summary, low dose x-irradiation in rats produces deficits in

specific aspects of an automated ID task that is analogous to some

visually-based cognitive tasks in humans (i.e., employs computer

touchscreens and elements of the CANTAB neuropsychological

test battery). Future work should assess the effects of higher

radiation doses and fractionated whole-brain exposures, in

addition to ablation of specific brain areas involved in these tasks

via focal irradiation, to further elucidate the radiation-induced

damage to these areas and their ability to recover and/or respond

to pharmaceutical intervention.
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